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Processing Increase and Beef Values  
 

The month-long rally in the Choice Boxed Beef Cutout Value (BBCV) peaked at $475.39 per 

cwt on May 12 last week according to the USDA National Daily Boxed Beef Cutout Report. 

By Friday, the BBCV was $434.32. This report includes daily negotiated prices and volume 

of boxed beef cuts delivered within 0-21 days using average industry cutting yields.  

 

The daily Composite Primal Values each turned slightly lower last week. Even with the sharp 

increases over the past month, the relative changes among cuts continued to show the 

differences between retail and foodservice sectors. The Rib value surged to a high of $546.59 

on Thursday and declined to $522.81 on Friday. This was a 58 percent increase over the daily 

average from the first 11 weeks of 2020. The Chuck and Round experienced the largest 

increases at 144 percent and 136 percent above the first 11 weeks of 2020 using the daily 

negotiated value.  

 

The recent declines in the BBCV coincide with continued improvement in processing totals. 

The Estimated Daily Slaughter report showed an estimate for last week at 499,000 head. 

While still 25 percent lower than a year ago, this would be a 10 percent improvement over the 

week prior. Perhaps more importantly, it would mark the second consecutive weekly increase 

after five straight weeks of declines. A continuing loosening of the logjam at the processing 

sector is critical to the cattle and meat sector and would support increased cattle slaughter and 

increased beef availability. 

 

The weekly USDA National Comprehensive Boxed Beef Cutout encompasses more 

transaction types than the daily report. A look at the loads by type of sale in the 

comprehensive report sheds some light on how the flow of beef is traded. In the 

comprehensive report, USDA breaks out sales into four types: Negotiated sales delivered in 0-

21 days, Negotiated sales 22+ days, Formula sales, and Forward Contract sales.  

 

The average weekly number of loads sold over the past five weeks in the comprehensive 

report was 4,675 which was 32 percent lower than the same time period in 2019. Broken out 

by transaction type, the biggest reduction has been in the Negotiated sales delivered in 22 or 

more days which averaged 423 loads over the past five weeks (down 64 percent from a year 

ago) and Forward contract sales which averaged 76 loads (down 65 percent from year ago). 

Formula sales averaged 2,509 loads (down 27 percent). The smallest percentage decrease by 

type was in Negotiated sales for delivery within 21 days which averaged 1,666 loads (down 

18 percent from 2019). Given the uncertainty about both available supply and expected 

https://www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/ams_2453.pdf
https://www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/sj_ls710.txt
https://www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/lm_xb463.txt
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demand, it is likely not surprising that sales for delivery further into the future have shown the 

biggest decline. 

 

 

The Markets 

A continuing recovery in processing capacity would be welcome news for cattle producers. 

Cattle market prices showed some improvement last week. Live steer prices were up about $8 

per cwt over the week before according to the 5-area weekly weighted average. Local auction 

prices for feeder cattle were also higher.  

 

  Week of Week of Week of 

Data Source: USDA-AMS Market News  5/15/20 5/8/20 5/17/19 

5-Area Fed 

Steer 

all grades, live weight, $/cwt $112.31  $104.50  $116.65  

all grades, dressed weight, $/cwt $179.65  $159.85  $185.87  

Boxed Beef 
Choice Price, 600-900 lb., $/cwt $459.04  $441.53  $220.23  

Choice-Select Spread, $/cwt $19.51  $18.15  $11.82  

700-800 lb. 

Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $135.40  $132.74  $143.61  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $140.08  $135.26  $140.13  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $131.96  $128.87  $138.93  

500-600 lb. 

Feeder Steer  

Montana 3-market, $/cwt $169.38  $154.94  $176.73  

Nebraska 7-market, $/cwt $167.90  $159.92  $179.75  

Oklahoma 8-market, $/cwt $150.96  $149.15  $164.86  

Feed Grains 
Corn, Omaha, NE, $/bu (Thursday) $2.99  $2.97  $3.72  

DDGS, Nebraska, $/ton $166.10  $186.70  $114.50  

 

 


